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NEW QUESTION: 1
A user has launched multiple EC2 instances for the purpose of development and testing in the
same region. The user wants to find the separate cost for the production and development
instances. How can the user find the cost distribution?
A. The user should use Cost Allocation Tags and AWS billing reports
B. The user should use Cost Distribution Metadata and AWS detailed billing
C. It is not possible to get the AWS cost usage data of single region instances separately
D. The user should download the activity report of the EC2 services as it has the instance ID
wise data
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
AWS provides cost allocation tags to categorize and track the AWS costs. When the user applies
tags to his AWS resources (such as Amazon EC2 instances or Amazon S3 buckets), AWS
generates a cost allocation report as a comma-separated value (CSV file) with the usage and
costs aggregated by those tags. The user can apply tags which represent business categories
(such as cost centers, application names, or instance type - Production/Dev. to organize usage
costs across multiple services.

NEW QUESTION: 2
障害状態の解決策は何ですか？
Answer:
Explanation:
Under interface Serial0/0/0.12 delete the "ip nat outside" command and add the "ip nat inside"
command TROUBLE TICKET STATEMENT:
The implementation group has been using the test bed to do a 'proof-of-concept' that required
both client 1 and client 2 to access the Web Server at 209.65.200.241. After several changed to
interface status, network addressing, routing schemes and layer 2 connectivity, at trouble

ticket has been opened indicating that client 1 cannot ping the 209.65.200.241 (internet Server).
The following information requires its own show run to get:
Client 1 is not able to reach the WebServer at 209.65.200.241. Initial troubleshooting shows that
R1 is also not able to reach the WebServer. R1 also does not have any active BGP neighbor.
Configuration on R1
!
interface Serial0/0/0/1 description link to ISP
ip address 209.65.200.224 255.255.255.252
ip access-group edge_security in ip nat outside
ip virtual-reassembly ntp brasdcast client net broadcast key 1 no cdp enable
!
!
ip access-list nat_traffic permit 10.1.0.0 0.0.255.255
ip access-list nat_traffic permit 10.2.0.0 0.0.255.255
!
ip access-list edge_security deny ip 10.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any ip access-list edge_security deny
ip 172.16.0.0
0.15.255.255 any ip access-list edge_security deny ip 192.168.0.0 0.0.255.255 any ip access-list
edge_security deny ip 127.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any ip access-list edge_security permit ip host
209.65.200.241 any

NEW QUESTION: 3
Click the Exhibit.
By default, at which router will the implicit null (Label3) action take place for LSP1 shown in the
exhibit?
A. R2
B. R3
C. R1
D. R4
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Last year, a proactive initiative by the state government to publish the answer sheets, backfired
when
students discovered discrepancies in the way the questions had been marked. They found that
in one
paper, a student who hadn't attempted all the questions, still got cent per cent score and in a
few others
the tally of marks didn't add up. Following this embarrassment, the state government decided
against
publishing a similar booklet this year. Some students and teachers are of the view that the
booklet should
be published. Which of the following is the best reason for publishing the booklet?
A. Students of the succeeding batches can learn how top scorers attempt
B. Students of the succeeding batches can learn how the question papers are evaluated
C. Students of the succeeding batches can get motivated to take more interest in the way they
attempt the
question paper

D. Students of the succeeding batches can observe the way in which the answers are
presented.
E. lt can act as a sample question-answer bank for students.
Answer: A
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